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Our Mission
REDEFINING WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A PREMIUM CIGAR BRAND TODAY

A

t the beginning of the century, El Septimo launched a life-long project: to move away from

tradition that limits the quality of the world’s most important brands, and instead offer something
new –
The best cigars in the world, developed by cigar connoisseurs and master blenders.

W

ith 40 puros blends, El Septimo Cigars are hand-rolled with 100% long filler tobacco using the

traditional Entubar Method, undergoing strict quality control. Maduro wrappers are grown in a highaltitude proprietary process, giving cigars a silky texture with a rich, deep shade and flavorsome leaf.
Collections differ on the blends of tobacco leaf, as well as the age of tobacco—ranging between five
and fifteen years. El Septimo Cigars are completely organic, with zero preservatives or chemicals
added, and are free of nitrosamines, tars, and impurities. While holding an El Septimo Cigar, you will
instantly recognize the superiority over other known brands, as even the product’s packaging exudes
El Septimo’s greatness.

E

l Septimo’s customers describe the aging cigar as having a superb construction, excellent burn with

a rich, creamy flavor, and a distinctive, yet pleasant, aroma. El Septimo symbolizes the seventh day of
creation in which God rested and appreciated His work, creating a unique smoking experience that
represents the joy of living and being here, in this exact moment.
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Our Plantation
100% COSTA RICAN CIGARS

T

THE IDEAL PLACE TO GROW AND AGE PREMIUM TOBACCO…
he first step in producing the best cigars in the world was to find the best raw materials: the

perfect tobacco leaf. Boosted by the growing demand for cigars across the globe, intensive farming
already had a catastrophic effect on stocks and depleted soils used by traditional brands. So, it was
urgent to find new soil. Years of intensive research and visits to arable land around the world
made the El Septimo team conclude that they needed to create their own supply from their own
plantation. It would be the only means to get the standards they had previously agreed upon. As a
result, the team found the ideal place to begin the process –

I

In the lush mountains of Costa Rica.

n Costa Rica, the tropical climate, high altitude of 6500 feet above sea level, and fertile soil create

the perfect terroir. By being grown in such close proximity to the sun, tobacco oil increases and the
shade of tobacco leaf darkens. Precision farming capabilities increase crop yield by increasing
plant density, overall improving soil and facilitating optimal vine growth, ultimately creating a
more efficient production and fermentation process. Rain irrigation is solely utilized, which
contains high levels of oxygen, prohibiting root rot due to the of overwatering plants. In addition,
by combining carbon dioxide present in rain water with other minerals in the atmosphere, an
acidic pH is imparted, releasing micronutrients such as zinc, manganese, copper and iron – all
essential to plant growth and not attainable in local soil. By adding the best seeds to the most
gifted producers and winders,
El Septimo was born…
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Blending the World's Best Cigar
AGED FOR A MINIMUM OF FIVE TO FIFTEEN YEARS
AN UNUSUALLY RICH AND CREAMY SMOKE…

T

hrough all blending techniques, El Septimo mirrors the process of blending and aging fine

wines to that of premium cigars - optimizing on strength, flavor, aroma, and combustion to
achieve a unique tasting experience. Leaves are carefully inspected and only the best leaves are
hand-selected for production.

T

obacco is meticulously aged between 5 and 15 years, meeting the standard requirement of a

Habanos Gran Reserva, while removes all nitrosamines, tars, and impurities. After proper
aging, leaves are masterfully blended and hand-rolled to allow all oils and flavors to develop,
leaving behind an unusually rich and creamy smoke. The result is a dark shade with an oily
Maduro wrapper.

C

igars are hand-rolled using the traditional Entubar method at the El Septimo plantation in

Costa Rica by our expert team of Torcedores, who are of Cuban origin.
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Quality Control & Packaging
AT THE EL SEPTIMO HEADQUARTERS

O

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

nce cigars are rolled, they are sent to the El Septimo headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland to

be inspected and packaged. In Geneva, strict quality control is underwent as cigars, with those
that meet the standards being paired with the appropriate rings and are packaged (All rings and
boxes are Swiss/France made).

E

l Septimo’s packaging is another component that makes the brand innovative in a rather

stagnant industry. Packaging is inspired by the Art Deco Movement – combining modern styles
with fine craftsmanship and rich materials. El Septimo packaging represents luxury, glamour,
and exuberance by using bold geometric forms with bright colors.

P

ackaging is both airtight and waterproof, providing better resistance to potential impacts

during shipment while maintaining flavors by keeping cigars in contact with each other rather
than the wood. Cigars are wrapped in a protective leaf of paper with a cedar chip placed inside
of the box to retain and humidity. Finally, cigars are kept in boxes for at least one week in high
humidity before being sent off for retail sale to retain moisture and to ensure that the standard
level of quality is maintained.
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El Septimo Lounges
A

CARRYING ALL 40 BLENDS

side from being the location where all cigars are inspected and backed, the El Septimo

headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland also serves as a full-service cigar lounge. Guests can enjoy
an array of top-shelf liquors, coffee, and small bites to pair with their premium El Septimo
Cigar.

E

l Septimo Premium Cigar Lounges are the only locations worldwide that carry all 40 blends

of El Septimo Cigars. Other than in Geneva, SA, El Septimo has recently opened two more
premium, full-service cigar lounges in Europe.

A

lexandra Palace, located in Mazieres-en-Gatine, France, is a 17th century castle, newly

renovated into a 5-Star Hotel and Spa. In the private El Septimo Cigar Lounge, guests are
offered private tastings of the world’s rarest cognacs and wines, which features a 100,000 bottle
cellar.

M

alibu Foz Resort, located in Figueira da Foz, Portugal, is a 4-Star Beach Resort. Guests can

smoke an El Septimo Cigar in the private lounge which features a state-of-the-art ventilation
system through a retractable glass ceiling so that guests can gaze at the stars while enjoying an
El Septimo Cigar, or poolside in private cabanas while enjoying cuisine from Mensa Restaurant.
EL SEPTIMO GENEVA
8 Rue de Rive, 1204 Geneva, Switzerland
info@el-septimo.ch
i +44 22 301 41 46
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A New Era

WHERE LUXURY IS NOT JUST A HABIT, BUT A LIFESTYLE…

E

l Septimo was acquired by La Grande Maison Younan Collection in March of 2019. The Younan

Collection specializes in the acquisition and management of various assets and companies in the luxury
consumer space, including products, properties, and lifestyle companies and services. Since the
acquisition, the Younan Collection has invested heavily in market research, testing, and blending
techniques, allowing the brand to redefine its objectives, strategies, and production process, thus
achieving its mission in creating the best cigars in the world.
What was once just a visionary idea, became an exciting concept of success…

M

r. Zaya S. Younan, President of El Septimo Premium Cigars, has over 35 years of accomplishments

in building innovative companies and providing luxury services around the globe. Younan has more
than 35 years of executive management experience working for many fortune 500 companies in the U.S.,
Europe and Asia, and over 15 years of experience working in the high-tech industry where he helped
develop advanced products including the world’s first electric vehicle, IP technology for gaming, VOIP,
robotics, advanced automotive components, software products, and advanced AISC chips.

H

aving been a cigar enthusiast his whole life and having tried El Septimo in Paris a number of years

ago, he decided that he could no longer smoke any other brand as they did not compare to El
Septimo…the best cigar in the world. Because El Septimo Cigars were only available for purchase in
Europe, Younan purchased the company with the goal on making it accessible to its devout customers
and loyal followers worldwide.
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The Final Product
ENGAGING YOUR SEVENTH SENSE.

INNOVATING THE CIGAR OF TOMORROW TO BE BIGGER AND BETTER…

E

l Septimo Cigars are known for its prominent characteristics - the main being

that the cigars have a larger ring gauge. This growth in gauges has been a constant
trend for the past 25 years, as even the robusto vitola, a 50 gauge cigar, was once
considered heavy.

T

he reason El Septimo is known for its larger gauge cigars is due to the fact that

each cigar is hand-assembled using many different tobacco leaves aged in
different environments, providing exceptional flavors while engaging optimal
blending and structure and ensuring a strong consistency and combustion
throughout the entire smoke. Despite being known for its larger gauge cigars, El
Septimo has introduced two news lines of cigars this past year, The Alexandra
Collection and The Gilgamesh Collection, which carry blends with 50 ring gauge
cigars.

C

igars are rated on a point system out of five to depict the strength and aroma

levels of each blend. By creating the perfect balance of flavor and aroma in each
blend, smokers experience a sensation that is unparalleled Fully engaging your seventh sense…
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Events & Media
THE PRESS IS TALKING ABOUT US…

E

EL SEPTIMO RECEIVING GLOBAL RECOGNITION…

l Septimo Cigars have been recognized worldwide and have been featured at

numerous luxury VIP events.

E

vents include the Premium Cigar Association Show in Las Vegas (Formerly

known as the IPCPR), Rolls Royce events in both Los Angeles, CA & Stockholm,
Sweden, the Cannes Film Festival, the annual Cigar & Spirits Trade Show in Newport
Beach, CA, Fidel Cigar Lounge in Beruit, Lebanon, the Cigar Smoker of the Year
Awards by Boisdale Lounges in London, UK, and many more. A comprehensive list
of past and upcoming events can be found online the El Septimo website and by
signing up for the El Septimo newsletter.

E

l Septimo has also been recognized by world-renowned media publications such

as Cigar Aficionado, Cigar and Spirits Magazine, Robb Report, 99 Cigars, the PCA
Almanac, Halfwheel Blog, and many more. A comprehensive list of all media
mentions can be found online the El Septimo website.
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Locations

EL SEPTIMO IS A NAME CITED IN EXCLUSIVE GROUPS AND IS A BRAND FOLLOWED BY FAITHFUL CIGAR LOVERS WHO CAN FIND IT
WORLDWIDE.

A

side from being available at both headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland and Los Angeles, CA, and at all El Septimo Lounges worldwide, all 40 blends of El

Septimo Cigars can be purchased globally through our retail website – www.el-septimo.ch. Retailers are available in the following cities & countries worldwide –
Los Angeles, CA
Yountville, CA
Scottsdale, AZ
Brooklyn, NY

Sandton, South Africa
Belas, Angola
Abidjan, Cote d’Ivoire

Dubai, UAE
Doha, Qatar
Ardiya, Kuwait

London, UK
Dusseldorf, Germany
France
Switzerland

F

or a comprehensive list of all global retailers and distributors of El Septimo, visit our website for more information.

An Establishment of La Grande Maison Younan Collection.

The Younan Collection is a global private equity firm that specializes in acquisitions and management of various assets and companies in the luxury
consumer space. The company’s strategy is to build a portfolio of luxury products and properties, lifestyle companies and services, and it is recognized as
a global luxury brand with more than $1.2 billion in assets under management through its subsidiaries Younan Properties, and La Grande Maison Younan
Collection. LGMYC owns and manages luxury hotels and resorts in France including Château de Beauvois, Hôtel Saint-Martin, Château le Prieuré,
Alexandra Palace, Domaine de Vaugouard, Château de la Perrière; premium cigar maker El Septimo Geneva SA ; Golf des Forges, Golf du Petit Chêne,
Golf d’Avrillé and the Golf de Vaugouard; vineyards in Saint-Émilion, including Château la Croix Younan, and Château Zaya, and MPA Studio de
Création in Paris. It recently acquired Malibu Foz Hotel and Resort in Figueira da Foz, Portugal.
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